Join the award-winning theater company, What Will the Neighbors Say?, who are artists in residence with the Department of Drama, Theatre and Dance. The workshops are suitable for all levels of acting experience.

Adventures in Autobiography
Wednesday, October 20, 2021
12:15–1:30 pm
Via Zoom
RSVP: https://tinyurl.com/WWTNS1

Adventures in Autobiography will introduce you to the Neighbors’ method and ideas and give you a chance to do guided personal writing in poetry, interview-based creative work with a partner, and reflective journaling.

Adventures in Character
Wednesday, October 27, 2021
12:15–1:30 pm
Via Zoom
RSVP: https://tinyurl.com/WWTNS2

Adventures in Character will introduce you to the Neighbors’ methods and ideas and give you a chance to do guided creative writing in scene work and collaborative character generating.

What Will the Neighbors Say? is an investigative theatre company that provokes questions through untold stories. Led by Co-Artistic Directors Ana Cristina Da Silva, James Clements, and Sam Hood Adrain, the Neighbors present overlooked social, cultural, and historical narratives that challenge the audience to reflect on the current moment. Through a combination of original plays, arts education workshops, and dynamic community gatherings, the troupe incites rowdy and rigorous debate at the theatre and throughout the Neighborhood.